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1 Introduction and Preliminaries 

In [1], the notion of Kim-independence was introduced, and it was shown that NSOA― 

theories are characterized as those theories for which Kim-independence has the symmetric 

property over models. In the proof of this characterization, the authors of [1] used Erdos-
Rado theorem, which is a combinatorial set theoretic result on uncountable cardinals. In 
this article, we try to present a new proof of this fact only using Compactness theorem and 
Ramsey's theorem. We give an outline of the idea of the proof. 

In this article, L is a language and T is a complete£-theory having an infinite model. 
For simplicity, we assume L is countable. We fix a big saturated model M* of T and we work 
in M*. Small subsets of M* are denoted by A, B, C, .... Finite tuples in M* are denoted 
by a, b, c, .... Variables are denoted by x, y, z, .... Formulas are deoted by rp, ゅ，....Types 

are denoted by p, q, r, ... and S(A) is the set of all complete types over A. We say a and 
b have the same type over A (in symbol a三Ab) if there is a type p E S(A) for which 

a,b巨p. For any A C B and p E S(B), PIA = {rp(x) E p I rp(x) : L(A)-formula}. Let 
Aut(M*/A) = {c,: M*→ M* I c, is an automorphism over A}. A sequence〈aiIi< a〉,
where a is an ordinal, is called an indiscernible sequence over A, if for any strictly increasing 

partial function f : a→ a, there is an c, E Aut(M* / A) with c, っ{(ai,af(i))Ii< a}. 

2 Kim-independence 

A complete type p over the domain M* will be called a global type. The following definitions 
are from [1]. 

Definition 1 (A-invariant global type). We say a global type p(x) E S(M*) is A-invariant, 
if 

叫，a)E q⇔ cp(x, b) E q. 

holds, for any a, b E M* with a =Ab and any£-formula cp(x, y). 
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Definition 2 (Morley sequence). Let q be an A-invariant global type. 〈b;Ii< w〉willbe 

called an A-Morley sequence (defined by q) if b; 巨qiAb<,, for all iくは

Remark 3. For any set A, an A-Morley sequence is an indiscernible sequence over A. This 

can be shown by an induction on the length of the sequence. 

Example 4 (T = Th(Q, <)). Let q(x) be an M-invariant global type extending {x > a I 

a EM}. 

1. Suppose that all formulas x < a with a> M belong to q. Then any decreasing sequence 

a。＞釘＞．．．＞佑>・ • ・> M becomes an M-Morley sequence defined by q. 

2. Suppose that all formulas x > a with a> M belong to q. Then any increasing sequence 
M<a。＜釘＜．．．＜佑<.•• becomes an M-Morley sequence defined by q. 

Definition 5 (Kim-divide). We say that a formula r.p(x, b) Kim-divides over A if there are 

an A-invariant global type q and an A-Morley sequence I =〈b;Ii< w〉definedby q such 

that 

1. b。=b, 

i < w 1s mcons1stent. 2. { r.p(x, b;) I・}・ ・ 

A type p E S(B) Kim-divides over A if there is a formula r.p(x, b) E p that Kim-divides over 

A. 

Example 6 (T=Th(Q, <)). Let M be a model of T. Let us consider the formula a。 <x<b。•

1. Suppose that there is an element m E M with a。<m < b。. Then the formula 

a。<x<b。doesnot Kim-divide over M. 

2. Suppose that M < a。<b。.Let q(y, z) be the global type {a< y < z : a E M*}. Then, 

the formula a。<x<b。Kim-dividesover M by this q. 

Definition 7 (Kim-fork). r.p(x, b) Kim-forks over A if there are n <wand砂0(x,c), ... , 叫(x,c) 

such that 

1. 叫(x,c) : Kim-divides over A, 

2. M* F 1::/x [r.p(x, b)→ Vi::::n心，(x,c)].

p E S(B) Kim-forks over A if there is r.p(x, b) E p Kim-forks over A. 

By definition, If r.p(x, a) Kim-divides over A, then r.p(x, a) Kim-forks over A(but not the 
converse). 
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3 NSOP1 theories 

Definition 8 (NSOP1). T has SOP1 if there exist'-f!(X, y) E L and a binary tree of tuples 

位）ryE2<w suth that 

1. For all /3 E 2w, {'-f!(x,c釘m)I m < w} is consistent, 

2. For all I E 2<w and 1~TJ~ 〈O〉,{ ()  '1) X, Ca~〈1〉,'-f!(X,c7)} 1s mcons1stent. 

T is NSOP1 if T does not have SOP1・

"Tis NSOPげ characterizesan£-formula and two infinite sequence of tuples. 

Fact 9 ([1]). Let T be a complete theory. T.F.A.E. 

1. T has SOP1. 

2. There are〈a;b;Ii< w〉and叫，y)E L suth that 

• a; 三 (ab)<ib; (Vi < W), 

• {'-f!(x, a;) I i < w} is consistent, 

• {'-f!(X, b;) I i < w} is 2-inconsistent. 

By Fact 9, 

Fact 10 ([1]). Let T be a complete theory. T.F.A.E. 

1. Tis NSOPぃ

2. For all M F T, 叩(x,b) and M-invariant global type qつtp(b/M), if'-f!(x, b) Kim-
divides over M by q, then for all M-invariant global typer satisfies rlM = qlM,'-f!(x, b) 
Kim-divides over M by r. 

By Fact 10, 

Fact 11 ([1], T: NSOPかIf'-f!(x,b) Kim-forks over M, 叩(x,b) Kim-divides over M. 

By Fact 11, 

Fact 12 (T : NSOP1). For any B and p E S(B), 

Notation. a↓ 
K 

A 

p Kim-divides over M {=⇒ p Kim-forks over M. 

b⇔ tp(a/Ab) does not Kim-fork over A. 

Fact 13 ([1], T : NSOPか↓:'satisfies the following conditions : 

K I K 
1. (Extension over models) If a↓ b then for all c, there exists a'=Mb a satisfies a↓ be. M 'M  
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K 
2. (Chain condition) If a↓ band M-Morley sequence I=〈biIi< w〉startswith b, there 

M 
exists a'三Mba suth that 

• a'げI
M 

• I : an indiscernible sequence over Ma' 

In [1], Kaplan and Ramsey proved 

Fact 14 ([1]). T.F.A.E. 

1. Tis NSOP1・

K 
2. Symmetry : a↓ b¢ ⇒ 

M 

K 
b↓ 

M 
a. 

4 Ideas proving Symmetry of Kim-independence 

I want to prove 

Theorem 15 ([1]). If Tis NSOP ↓ 
K 

1, satisfies symmetry over models, i.e. a↓ :< b⇒ b↓ :< a. 
M M 

by only using Compactness theorem and Ramsey's theorem. We introduce the notion of 

finitely satisfiability of types. 

Notation. We denote tp(a/A) = {叫）： L(A)-formula, M* F的(a)}.

Definition 16. p(x) E S (A) is finitely satisfiable in B if for any n < w and rp0 (x), ... , 四 (x)E 

p, there is b E B satisfies 

M*巨八ゃ(b)-
,:,;n 

Let a be an ordinal. I =〈a;I i < a〉iscohheir sequence over A if for any i < a, 
tp(a;/Aa囀 isfinitely satisfiable in A and I is an indiscernible sequence over A. 

My main idea proving Theorem 15 is using Fact 9. First, I proved 

K 
Lemma 17 (T : NSOP1). We put p(x, a) = tp(b/ Ma). If a↓ b then for all n < w, there is 

M'  
a sequence (a;a:)i<n satisfies the following conditions : 

1. a; 三M叫三Ma(¥/i<n),

2. a;'=M(aa')>, 叫(Vi<n), 

3. ui<np(x, 叫： consistent, 

4, (a:)i<n: For all i < n, tp(a;/Ma~;) is finitely satisfiable in M. 

Proof. We confirm only n = 2. But same method is applicable for all n < w. Let 1,, be 
K 

a sufficiently large cardinal. Since a↓ b there is I,。=(b;)i<i< starts with b satisfies the 
M'  

following conditions, 
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K 
• a↓ I 

M 
o, 

• I,。:coheir sequence over M and M a-indsicernible sequence. 

K 
↓ Since a I,。,there is a" and Ii = (c;lり
M 

• a'=Ml。a,

• a'心Ii,

i<氏 startswith al,。satisfiesthe following conditions, 

• I{ : coheir sequence over M and Ma'-indsicernible sequence. 

Leth = (c;JI'); く"be an coheir sequence over M starts with a'!1. Let a1 = c~and a~= c'1. 
Since (ciい issufficiently long, there is i < jく 氏 suththat ci三 Ma叫 伶 .Let a。=ci and 

a~= c1. ロ

Question 18. For all n < w, Can we take (aiaDi<n satisfies the following condition ? : 

1. For all m :::; n and (b況）i<m are taken by Lemma 17, (aia;)i<m =M  (bib;)i<m・ 

⇒ Ifmく 2,(aia;)i<m = M  (b刈）i<m but the other case can't satisfy this condition. 

2. tp(a;/Ma~i) C tp(aい/Ma~i+l) for all i < n -1? 

⇒ For all n < w and (ai叫）i<n, tp(a~/M) C tp(a;/Ma~i), but the other case can't 
satisfy this condition. 

We explain another idea. 

Lemma 19. Let T be a complete theory. Let MC  A, where M 巨Tand p(x) E S(A) be a 
type finitely satisfiable in M. Let q(X) E S(M), where X is a set of variables with x E X. 
Suppose that p(x) U q(X) is consistent, in other words, PIM C q(X). Then, there is a type 
q*(X) E S(A) such that 

1. q* (X) is finitely satisfiable in M , and 

2. q*(X)コp(x)U q(X). 

Proof. Let II(X) = { ,0(X) I 0(X) : L(A)-formula, 0 isn't satisfiable in M} and r(X) be 
p(x) U q(X) U II(X). We claim that r(X) is consistent. Suppose otherwise, We can find 

叫 x)E p, 四(x)E q, n <wandゆo(X),... , 叫(X)E II(X) suth that 

叫x)八cpq(X)F V疇 (X).
,,Sn 

But this is contradiction sinceヨX¥x[叫 x)/¥四(X)]E p and pis finitely satisfiable in M. ロ

Proposition 20. Let T be a NSOP1 theory and MF  T. Let r(x,y) = tp(ab/M), where 

↓ 
K 

a b. Then for any n < w, there 1s a tree a 
M 

(r,)71E2<;n suth that 
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1. a'l「ma77F 1, for any'I) E wn and m < n; 

2. For any i <wand iヘ 'I)E w気い＝〈aj~i~77 I j < w〉isindiscernible sequence over 
MU{ぃ}U { av~k~'l I k < i, ll E w<n-l }. 

3. a。n-2-1,a。n-s-1,... , a1 forms a coheir sequence over M. 

Proof. Suppose we already defined a desired tree (a77)77E2<:n for n < w. We rename each 

a77 to b。-w By assumption, b。n-1-1,b。n-2-1,... , b。-1forms a coheir sequence over M. Let 
B = {b。2-77I'I) E w<n-1}. Since the type p(x) = tp(b。-i/MB) is finitely satisfiable in 

M, there is a coheir extension p'(x) E S (M (a砂7/Ew<:n)of p. Let q(X) = tp((a77)77Ew<:n/M), 
where X = (x11)77Ew<:n and the variable corresponds to a77. By Lemma 19, there is a type 
p*(X) E S(M(a77)77E2<:n) which is finitely satisfiable in Mand extends p'(x0) U q(X). Choose 

a realization B1 = (い）7/Ew<:n of p*. Notice that b1 -77 corresponds to x77. Then we choose 
B;(i~2) suth that B。,B1,B2, ・..forms a coheir sequence over M. Since tp(b。/M(b。凸）
is does not Kim-fork over M and Fact 13, there is r(x) E S(M(Bふ叫 satisfiesr(x)つ
tp(b。/M(b。^占） and does not Kim-fork over M. we choose a realisation b0 of r(x). Then 

(b砂1/Ew<:n+isatisfies the condition 1-3. ロ
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